MEMORANDUM FOR 49 FW/PA

FROM: 49 FW/PA

SUBJECT: Request for Flightline/Restricted Area Photo Clearance

1. Request the individual carrying this letter and identified below be authorized to conduct photography/videotaping in or around the flightline or restricted area identified below during the time listed.

2. I certify that the individual carrying this letter possesses a valid restricted area badge (AF Form 1199 series) with authorization for the area requested. If the individual carrying this letter is escorting others who do not have authorization (line badge) for the requested area, I certify the individual with this letter has escort authorization noted on his/her line badge. I certify that the individual carrying this letter has been briefed on all security restrictions and procedures applicable to the area requested, including those which apply to photography.

3. Clearance information:

GRADE/NAME: MSgt O’Berry, Jose Gallegos  
              Debbie Hartell,  
PA Control No.: 980868
UNIT/OFFICE: 49 FW/PA  
DUTY PHONE: 5406
NUMBER IN GROUP ESCORTED: 6
TYPE OF PHOTOGRAPHY: Still
DATE: 22 Sep 98  
START TIME: 0900  
END TIME: 1700
REQUESTED AREA (location and/or Bldg #): Entire Holloman AFB Installation
PHOTOGRAPHY SUBJECT: Holloman hazardous waste accumulation points
PURPOSE OF PHOTOGRAPHY: NM State No-Notice Environmental Inspection

CRAIG V. ACKERMAN, MSgt, USAF  
NCOIC, Public Affairs
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